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Abstract: A new set of time-dependent deterministic sampling (TDDS) measures, based on
local Shannon entropy, are presented to adaptively gauge the importance of various regions
on a potential energy surface and to be employed in “on-the-fly” quantum dynamics. Shannon
sampling and Shannon entropy are known constructs that have been used to analyze the
information content in functions: for example, time-series data and discrete data sets such as
amino acid sequences in a protein structure. Here the Shannon entropy, when combined with
dynamical parameters such as the instantaneous potential, gradient and wavepacket density
provides a reliable probe on active regions of a quantum mechanical potential surface. Numerical
benchmarks indicate that the methods proposed are highly effective in locating regions of the
potential that are both classically allowed as well as those that are classically forbidden, such
as regions beyond the classical turning points which may be sampled during a quantum
mechanical tunneling process. The approaches described here are utilized to improve
computational efficiency in two different settings: (a) It is shown that the number of potential
energy calculations required to be performed during on-the-fly quantum dynamics is fewer when
the Shannon entropy based sampling functions are used. (b) Shannon entropy based TDDS
functions are utilized to define a new family of grid-based electronic structure basis functions
that reduce the computational complexity while maintaining accuracy. The role of both results
for on-the-fly quantum/classical dynamics of electrons and nuclei is discussed.

I. Introduction

The time-dependent Schrödinger equation is the starting point
for many computational methodologies employed in gas-
phase1 and condensed-phase chemical dynamics.2 When uti-
lized, the Born-Oppenheimer approximation allows for sepa-
ration of the nuclear and electronic degrees of freedom in a
system, allowing for varying treatments of the nuclei, be it
classical,3-7 quantum-mechanical,1,8-34 or semiclassical.35-42

In all cases, the nuclei are either propagated along para-
metrically fitted electronic surfaces known a priori, or along

highly accurate (and sometimes computationally expensive)
electronic surfaces that require no prior knowledge of the
system. Due to the large number of quantum mechanical
energy and gradient calculations required by the latter
approach, there has been a strong motivation toward “on-
the-fly” dynamics schemes to overcome this computational
barrier and potentially allow for larger, more complex
systems to be studied.3-7,35,41,43-46 This growing subfield
of ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) approximates the
electronic structure alongside the nuclei to simulate molecular
dynamics. When AIMD techniques are embedded in a full
quantum or semiclassical scheme, there is the potential for
large systems to be accurately treated with the complete
machinery of quantum dynamics. Several efforts have been
made toward this goal.41,46-49
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Recently,46,50-56 we have introduced a methodology that
accurately computes quantum dynamical effects in a sub-
system while simultaneously handling the motion of the
surrounding atoms and changes in electronic structure
calculation. The approach is quantum-classical40,57-63 and
involves the synergy between a time-dependent quantum
wave packet description and ab initio molecule dynamics.
As a result, the approach is called quantum-wave packet ab
initio molecular dynamics (QWAIMD). Since the quantum
dynamics is performed on Cartesian grids, the predominant
bottleneck is the computation of the grid-based, time-
dependent electronic structure potential and gradients gener-
ated by the motion of the classical nuclei. This limitation is
partially surmounted through the following methodological
improvements:

(a) A time-dependent deterministic sampling (TDDS)
technique was introduced in refs 51 and 52, which
when combined with numerical methods such as an
efficient wavelet compression scheme and low-pass
filtered Lagrange interpolation,52 provides computa-
tional gains of many orders of magnitude (Figure 1).

(b) Multiple diabatic reduced single particle electronic
density matrices are propagated simultaneously with
the quantum wavepacket in ref 54, and the associated
diabatic states are used to construct an adiabatic surface
at every instant in time using a nonorthogonal CI
formalism. The diabatic approximation allows reuse of
the two-electron integrals during the on-the-fly potential
energy surface computation stage and leads to substantial
reduction in computational costs (Figure 1).

QM/MM generalizations to QWAIMD have also been
completed.53 The approach is being generalized to treat
extended systems64 for condensed-phase simulations; a
biased QWAIMD formalism to sample rare events is also
currently being developed. We have utilized QWAIMD to
compute vibrational properties of hydrogen-bonded clusters
inclusive of quantum nuclear effects52 and have also adopted
the method to study hydrogen tunneling in enzyme active
sites.55,65 The quantum dynamics scheme in QWAIMD has
also been used to develop a technique known as multistage

ab initio wavepacket dynamics (MSAIWD) to treat open-
electronic systems.66,67

In this publication, we probe the relevant regions of a
potential surface, using a new TDDS function based on the
notion of Shannon entropy.68-72 This paper is organized as
follows: An overview of QWAIMD is presented in section
II along with a discussion of time-dependent deterministic
sampling and its current efficacy. The derivation and physical
rationale for the sampling functions that utilize Shannon
entropy are given in section III. The numerical benchmarks
are arranged in a multipronged fashion. In section IV.A, we
discuss the use of the Shannon entropy based TDDS
functions in adaptive determination of critical regions of the
potential surface during dynamics. Accuracy in computing
vibrational properties is also discussed. In section IV.B, the
approach is utilized to construct an accurate “grid-based”
electronic basis set. This implementation of Shannon-entropy
based TDDS leads to a sizable reduction in the number of
electronic basis functions that need to be utilized in calcula-
tions involving hydrogen-bonded systems. Consequently, the
approach is tested for accuracy and efficiency for three
different kinds of hydrogen-bonded clusters. This same idea
is further exploited in ref 54 to develop an implicitly time-
dependent, grid-based electronic structure basis to tremen-
dously improve the efficiency and accuracy of QWAIMD.
Concluding remarks are given in section V.

II. Main Features of Quantum Wavepacket
Ab Initio Molecular Dynamics (QWAIMD)

As noted above, QWAIMD is based on a synergy between
quantum wavepacket dynamics and ab initio molecular
dynamics.46,50-55,64 The partitioning scheme divides the system
into three subsystems: subsystem A may include particles that
display critical quantum dynamical effects; subsystems B and
C contain the surrounding nuclei and electrons, respectively,
and are treated under the AIMD formalism.46,50,51,73,74 Sub-
system A is propagated according to the Trotter-factorized
quantum mechanical time propagator:10,75-77

Figure 1. (a) Computational expense for QWAIMD with and without time-dependent deterministic sampling (TDDS). Note that
in all cases the vertical axis is the logarithm of CPU time. TDDS provides an enormous reduction in computational time for two
different types of embedding schemes (QM/MM and QM), with little loss in accuracy. (Reproduced with permission from ref 53.
Copyright 2008, American Institute of Physics). (b) Further reduction in computation time is facilitated through the introduction
of a propagation scheme that involves multiple diabatic states.54 Again, accuracy in computing potential surfaces is preserved,
while reducing the computational overhead substantially. (Reproduced with permission from ref 54. Copyright 2010. American
Institute of Physics).
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and the free-propagator, exp{-(ıKt)/(p)}, is represented using
“distributed approximating functionals” (DAF):46,50,78-81

where {σ(∆t)}2 ) σ(0)2 + ı∆tp/MQM and MQM is the mass
of the quantum mechanical particle. Equation 2 utilizes the
well-known analytical expression for the free-propagation
of a Gaussian function with spread σ(0), 82 as well as the
fact that Hermite functions, {Hn(x)}, are generated from
Gaussian functions.50 The result is a banded-Toeplitz matrix
representation for the quantum propagator.78-81 [The struc-
ture of a Toeplitz matrix is such that the (i, j)th element
depends only on |i - j|, allowing for an efficient computa-
tional scheme that only requires the first (banded) row of
the matrix to be stored. This is exploited in the “DAF” free-
propagator67 to reduce computational cost.] It is routine to
carry out QWAIMD using Hermite functions of the order
of MDAF ) 20-30. When using a larger number of Hermite
functions, numerical stability becomes an issue, but this is
surmounted through a minor modification of the recursion
relation as outlined in ref 46.

II.A. Time-Dependent Deterministic Sampling (TDDS)
Based QWAIMD. The evolution of the classical nuclei
involves the wavepacket-averaged Hellmann-Feynman forces
obtained from electronic structure calculations on the discrete
wavepacket grid. To minimize the number of such calcula-
tions while maintaining accuracy, a time-dependent deter-
ministic sampling (TDDS) function was introduced in refs
51 and 52. The mathematical form of the TDDS function is
defined to be a function of the quantum nuclear degrees of
freedon, RQM, as follows: The TDDS function is chosen to
be directly proportional to the wavepacket probability
density, F(RQM), and gradient of the potential, V′(RQM), while
being inversely proportional to the potential, V(RQM), as noted
in eq 3. Large values of the TDDS function represent areas
where sampling should occur. The construction of TDDS
has physical justifications that ensure that both classical and
quantum (tunneling) regions of the dynamics are equally
sampled. This gives a sampling function of the form:

where F̃, Ṽ′, and Ṽ are shifted, normalized, and maintained
positive semidefinite51,52 according to:

and similarly for F̃(RQM) and Ṽ′(RQM). The quantities Vmax

and Vmin are the maximum and minimum values for the
potential, respectively, and the overall sampling function,
ω0(RQM), is L1-normalized according to

In ref,51 a detailed algorithm for implementation of
TDDS is provided. In addition, the stability of this
algorithm is also analyzed. The choice of parameters, I�

) 1, IV′ ) 3, and IV ) 1, retains significant distribution in
both the classically allowed (minimum energy regions)
and classically forbidden (classical turning point) regions
of the potential and leads to a large reduction in
computational cost, with little perceivable loss in accuracy.
The rationale behind the choice of these parameters can
be qualitatively noted from the following arguments with
details in ref 51. The functions F̃, Ṽ′, and Ṽ are shifted
and normalized51 (see eq 4), and hence, (a) minimum
energy regions of the potential surface are characterized
by low potential energy, low gradient, and relatively high
wavepacket distribution, while (b) quantum tunneling (or
classical turning point) regions of the potential are
approximately characterized by moderately large values
of the potential, high gradients, and smaller wavepacket
values. When one enforces the condition that the TDDS
function must be approximately equal in these two
situations for minimal bias between the classically allowed
and classically forbidden regions, it is found that I� ) 1,
IV′ ) 3, and IV ) 1 provides the lowest order solution
satisfying these considerations.51 (Higher order solutions
further increase the sampling in the classically forbidden
regions.) In addition to these formal considerations, the
parameters have been numerically tested in ref 51 for a
set of 70 analytical and numerical potentials, and the
results are found to be consistent with the above physical
arguments. In ref 52, the TDDS implementation of
QWAIMD has been benchmarked for accuracy in comput-
ing vibrational properties in hydrogen-bonded clusters.
Specifically, the ClHCl- system was treated since it
provides significant challenges for accurate modeling of
electron-nuclear coupling.52,83-85 In ref 52, the TDDS
implementation of QWAIMD was found to accurately
reproduce the experimental spectrum at limited compu-
tational cost. The analysis of trajectories is facilitated
through the introduction of a novel velocity-flux correla-
tion function.52

The computational implementation of TDDS52 is achieved
as follows: For quantum dyanmics beyond one dimension,
the TDDS function on the full grid is evaluated at every
instant in time to determine the grid points where the
potential and gradients are to be obtained for the next time
step. For this purpose, the TDDS function is written as a
linear combination of Haar wavelets:52

�A(x;t) ) exp{- ıHt
p }�A(x;t ) 0)

) [exp{- ıVt
2p} exp{- ıKt

p } exp{- ıVt
2p} + O(t3)]�A(x;t ) 0),

(1)

〈x|exp{- ıK∆t
p }|x′〉 ≡ K̃(x, x′;∆t) ≡ K̃(|x - x′|, ∆t)

) (2π)-1/2

σ(0)
[e-[(x - x′)2]/[2σ(∆t)2]] ×

∑
n)0

MDAF/2
(-1/4)n

n! ( σ(0)
σ(∆t))2n+1

H2n( x - x′
√2σ(∆t))

(2)

ω0(RQM) ∝
[F̃(RQM) + 1/I�] × [Ṽ'(RQM) + 1/IV′]

Ṽ(RQM) + 1/IV

(3)

Ṽ(RQM) ∝
V(RQM) - Vmin

Vmax - Vmin
(4)

|ω0(RQM)|1 ) ∫ |ω0(RQM)| dRQM ) 1 (5)
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where the Haar scaling function, H(x) is a square function
equal to 1 for 0 e x e 1 and zero otherwise. The quantity
NGEN is the number of wavelet generations, and the
underbrace below the summations is meant to indicate that
there are NDim summations, [j1, j2, ..., jNDim]. ci,{j} implies
that the coefficients depend on i and the entire set of j
indices. The Haar wavelets, {H(aix - jkNQ/ai)}, comprise
a hierarchy of translated and dilated forms of H(x). Only
the Haar scaling function is used since the Haar wavelet
function is the orthogonal complement of the Haar scaling
function and is not positive semidefinite, which is one of
the requirements on ω. The quantity xk, in eq 6, is the kth
component of the NDim dimensional vector, and a is chosen
to be 2 or 3. That is, we employ 2- and 3-scale functions
in our scheme. Once the subset of grid points for “on-
the-fly” potential energy determination is computed using
the TDDS function, the value of the potential at the
remaining points is obtained through Hermite curve
interpolation.86 The forces on classical atoms are subse-
quently determined through a low-pass filtered Lagrange
interpolation technique introduced in ref 52. Time-
dependent deterministic sampling has played a pivotal role
in converting QWAIMD into an efficient computational
tool through reduction of computational costs by about 3
to 4 orders of magnitude.52 (See Figure 1.)

It has also been numerically shown51 that the TDDS
function is inversely proportional to the Wentzel-Krames-
Brillouin (WKB) length scale:

Thus, the TDDS function provides a larger sample of data
points in the rapidly varying limit of the potential. Further-
more, it has been numerically shown51,52 that the TDDS
function is directly proportional to the Bohmian quantum
potential.87-99

In addition, as noted in the Introduction, QWAIMD has
been adopted to study hydrogen tunneling in enzyme active
sites,55,65 and QM/MM generalizations to the TDDS imple-
mentation of QWAIMD have also been completed.53 In ref
100, the quantum dynamics tools from QWAIMD were used
to compute the qualitative accuracy involved in classical ab
initio molecular dynamics calculations of vibrational spectra
in hydrogen bonded systems.

II.B. Further Computational Enhancements through
Diabatic Extensions to QWAIMD. To further enhance the
computational scaling of QWAIMD, in ref 54, we introduced
a diabatic generalization. Essentially, multiple single particle
electronic density matrices are simultaneously propagated
through an extended Lagrangian scheme. Following this, the
Slater determinantal wave functions associated with the
density matrices are used to construct a nonorthogonal CI
problem, which is computed on-the-fly to obtain the instan-
taneous adiabatic states. Computational efficiency arises

through the diabatic approximation for the multiple density
matrices: this essentially necessitates a limited dependence
of the quantum nuclear degrees of freedom on the individual
electronic density matrix states. Once this condition is
enforced, it is found that two-electron integrals can be reused
over the entire grid, which reduces the computational
complexity in determining the potential surface enormously.

As will be discussed in the next few sections, the proposed
methodological extensions using Shannon’s entropy condi-
tion have multiple effects on the QWAIMD algorithm:

• An improved TDDS function is first derived and tested
in section IV.A. This has direct impact on the TDDS
implementation of QWAIMD.

• The TDDS functions obtained from Shannon’s entropy
measure are used to locate significant regions on a potential
energy surface. Grid-based electronic structure basis func-
tions are then placed on these important regions, as
discussed in section IV.B. This feature leads to two further
improvements in the QWAIMD methodology:
- The introduction of the grid based electronic structure

basis functions strengthens and influences the diabatic
approximation discussed above and, in further detail,
in ref 54.

- The grid-based electronic structure basis functions also
reduce the computational cost of each electronic
structure calculation, and this in turn has an effect on
the TDDS implementation of QWAIMD.

III. Time-Dependent Deterministic Sampling
through Shannon Entropy Measure

As noted above, the physical justification for the form of
TDDS is based on specific dynamical parameters (wave-
packet probability density, potential, gradients), and in this
section, we introduce additional sampling functions utilizing
the concept of Shannon entropy. With reference to the
TDDS-based implementation of QWAIMD, one particularly
troublesome feature of TDDS is that sampling points can
sometimes be placed in physically uninteresting regions of
the potential during the dynamics simulation, in particular
when both the potential energy and the gradient of the
potential are high. These regions represent areas that are
classically forbidden and also fail to demonstrate quantum
behavior. While the TDDS function still performs remarkably
well in improving efficiency with a negligible loss in
accuracy,51,52the question we address in section IV.A is
whether further improvements can be achieved. As will be
shown in section IV.A, the new sampling functions intro-
duced in this section provide a compressed set of sampling
points and hence yield a more efficient procedure for “on-
the-fly” dynamics. Furthermore, these functions also allow
us to determine the positions of grid-based electronic bases
in section IV.B for enhanced accuracy through diabatic
extensions to QWAIMD.54

p
p

≡ l-1 . ( 1
E - V(x))∂V

∂x
(7)
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The general form of the total Shannon entropy of a system
is given by68

where F is the probability density of the system, k is a
proportionality constant, and we have defined the quantity
in the integrand on the left as S[F(x)] = -F log(F). Later in
this publication, we refer to S[F(x)] as the “local Shannon
entropy”. This is because, while the full sum in eq 8 is the
Shannon entropy,68 S[F(x)] implicitly depends on the local
variable x. Shannon entropy has been used as a general
mathematical tool to describe the information content in a
system, provided there exists some probability distribution
associated for the possible states of the system. A typical
example of how this generic measure can apply to a physical
situation is when Shannon entropy reduces to the notion of
thermodynamic entropy for an ensemble of classical par-
ticles.68 Given an ensemble of possible discrete microstates
for a system, summation over all of these possible microstates
gives the familiar thermodynamic entropy for the system,
where k is now Boltzmann’s constant. Another example deals
with the use of Shannon entropy in DNA and protein structure
determination, and the associated definition of complexity in
biological systems.70,71 In this case, a certain site in a DNA
sequence, or an amino acid sequence, is defined to have an
entropy that reflects the probability of finding different DNA
bases (or individual amino acids for proteins) at that particular
site. Each site, thus, has an entropy that contributes to the
complexity of the organism. Entropy here is, of course, an
information entropy and not a thermodynamic entropy since it
pertains to the propensity of the appearance of amino acid
residues (or DNA bases) at a chosen point in the sequence. In
quantum mechanics, Shannon entropy is related to von Neu-
mann entropy, when eq 8 is rewritten as

where Γ ≡ |ψ〉〈ψ| is now the density matrix associated with
the system. Furthermore, in a fashion analogous to that in eq
8, we can define here a “local von Neumann entropy, ” SνN[Γ].
Along similar lines, semiclassical forms of entropy have been
defined101 where coherent states102 have been employed for the
probability function, F, in eq 8.

Influenced by this early work, here we utilize the local
value of Shannon information entropy defined in eq 8: S[F(x)]
≡ -Flog(F), where F is chosen as the time-dependent
wavepacket density in our QWAIMD simulations, to con-
struct suitable sampling functions of the form

where ω0 is the original TDDS function and ω1 is a
composite function that utilizes the Shannon entropy as well

as the potential energy. In all cases, S̃ and Ṽ are shifted and
normalized as per eq 4, and the sampling functions are
scaled such that the respective values are bounded by unity
(see eq 5). In addition, while the parameters I� ) 1, IV′ )
3, and IV ) 1 define ω0, those for ω1 and ω2 are chosen
as IS ) IV ) 1 in this study. This allows consistent
treatment of the wavepacket and the local Shannon entropy
in the sampling functions. It must also be noted that the
quantum mechanical Shannon entropy defined here for use
in eqs 11 and 12 is a special form of the semi-classical
entropy defined in ref 101. In that case, coherent states102

were used to define the probability function instead of
the time-dependent wavepacket density that is used here.

Before we proceed into a numerical analysis of these
sampling functions, it is useful to inspect limiting cases for
both S[F(RQM)] and S̃[F(RQM)]. An illustration of the behavior
of S̃ and S as a function of F is provided in Figure 2. When
the probability associated with the wavepacket is high, there
is information indicating the presence of the “particle” in
the given region of configurational space and, hence, the
entropy at that point, S[F(x)] ≡ -Flog(F) ≈ 0. In a similar
fashion, we note that when the probability is low there is
information indicating the absence of the particle in the given
region of configurational space, and consequently the local
entropy, S[F(x)], and its scaled form, S̃[F(x)], are both
expected to be small. Intermediate values of the probability
function yield greater uncertainty in regard to the presence
of the particle. This uncertainty may be qualitatively related
to Shannon entropy, and as a result, the local entropy, S[F(x)],
and its scaled form, S̃[F(x)] are both higher for intermediate
values of F.

This naturally creates the situation where a sampling
function constructed from S̃[F(x)] alone, that is eq 12, has
the effect of producing a higher distribution of sampling
points in regions where the wavepacket amplitude is
intermediate. While this may be desirable to represent
tunneling regions, the regions that are classically populated
may have larger F values that are not expected to be
populated well enough when S̃[F(x)] alone is used in a
sampling function. Consequently, eq 11 has been introduced
as a hybrid sampling function that includes the potential to
also represent the classically allowed regions. Indeed, as we
will see in a later section, it is the sampling function in eq
11 that shows the best performance of the three considered
above.

In the next section, we gauge the utility of these sampling
functions in probing important regions of the potential

-k∫-∞

∞
dx Flog(F) ≡ -k∫-∞

∞
dx S[F(x)] (8)

-kTr[Γ log(Γ)] ) kTr[SνN[Γ]] (9)

ω0(RQM) )
(F̃(RQM) + 1/I�)(Ṽ′(RQM) + 1/IV′)

(Ṽ(RQM) + 1/IV)
(10)

ω1(RQM) )
(S̃[F(RQM)] + 1/IS)

(Ṽ(RQM) + 1/IV)
(11)

ω2(RQM) ) (S̃[F(RQM)] + 1/IS) (12)

Figure 2. Behavior of S̃ and S as a function of F.
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surface, both for quantum dynamics and electronic structure
as stated above.

IV. Numerical Tests on Accuracy and
Efficiency of the Shannon Information
Entropy-Based Sampling Techniques

IV.A. Improvements to “On-the-Fly” TDDS-Based
Quantum Dynamics. To evaluate the Shannon information
entropy-based functions as effective TDDS functions, we
compare the performance of ω1 and ω2 to that of ω0.
QWAIMD simulations using these sampling functions
were conducted on the bihalide cluster, [Cl-H-Cl]-. The
choice of system is based on the known challenges this
system presents to accurately compute electron-nuclear
coupling.52,83-85 This model system has been the subject
of substantial experimental and theoretical study83,103-109

and has been used for previous TDDS studies under
QWAIMD.51,52 The bihalide system contains a shared
proton undergoing exchange between donor and acceptor
atoms, allowing the possibility of proton modes to couple
with the other atoms in the system. Here, we utilize this
system to evaluate the effectiveness of the three sampling
functions presented in the previous section. For a detailed
description of the vibrational properties of this system,
obtained using QWAIMD, please see ref 52. The shared
proton is treated using quantum dynamics, whereas all
other atoms are treated with Born-Oppenheimer molec-
ular dynamics (BOMD), as allowed within QWAIMD. The
electronic structure calculations are treated with both
Hartree-Fock and DFT methods. For all Hartree-Fock
simulations, 6-31G(d,p) is used as the basis set, and for
DFT simulations the B3LYP functional is used alongside
the 6-31+G(d,p) basis set. All QWAIMD computations
in this publication are performed using a development
version of the Gaussian series of electronic structure
codes.110

Table 1 provides a summary of energy conservation data
when all three sampling functions are used with QWAIMD.
While using a Hartree-Fock treatment of the electronic
structure, all of the sampling functions appear to perform
well with 11 sampling points per dimension leading to an
order of magnitude compression of the quantum grid. But it
is also noted that using seven sampling points per dimension
leads to acceptable results.

Figures 3 and 4 qualitatively demonstrate the effectiveness
of the Shannon entropy based sampling functions. In Figure
3, we present the evolution of all of the sampling functions
computed from dynamics data calculated using ω0. It is
already clear that there are differences in the way ω0 samples
the edges of the grid as compared to ω1 and ω2. For example,
note that the edges of the grid are much darker for the case
of ω1 as compared to ω0. This important difference is further
highlighted in Figure 4, where again it is noted that ω0 shows
a higher density at the ends of the grid as compared to ω1

and ω2. Furthermore, the center of the grid is sampled to a
slightly greater extent by ω1, although all sampling functions
sample this region suitably. These results are consistent with
the discussions at the end of section III, where we expected
ω1 to provide a greater sample in the classically allowed
regions as compared to ω2. However, the fact that both ω1

and ω2 provide a reduced sampling at the grid edges arises
due to there being no functional dependence on V′ in the
cases of ω1 and ω2.

To further quantify the differences between the sampling
functions, the overlapping regions between the sampling
functions are calculated at each step using

where xj is a particular grid point, and i ) 1 and 2; i.e., ωi

above represents one of the Shannon entropy based functions.
The evolution of eq 13, provided in Figure 5, shows the
common and uncommon regions sampled as the functions

Table 1. Energy Conservation Data from a One-Dimensional Dynamical Treatment of the Shared Proton in [Cl-H-Cl]-a

level of theory TDDS NQ
b NE

c NQ/NE
d temp (K)e time (ps) ∆E (kcal/mol)

HF/6-31G(d,p) -f 101 101 1 325.26 1.0 0.03
HF/6-31G(d,p) ω0 101 11 9.18 325.26 1.9 0.02
HF/6-31G(d,p) ω1 101 11 9.18 318.87 1.3 0.02
HF/6-31G(d,p) ω2 101 11 9.18 319.25 1.3 0.02
HF/6-31G(d,p) ω0 101 9 11.22 340.85 2.5 0.13
HF/6-31G(d,p) ω1 101 9 11.22 320.01 3.2 0.13
HF/6-31G(d,p) ω2 101 9 11.22 337.13 3.3 0.12
HF/6-31G(d,p) ω0 101 7 14.42 368.37 2.6 0.23
HF/6-31G(d,p) ω1 101 7 14.42 370.04 2.7 0.30
HF/6-31G(d,p) ω2 101 7 14.42 341.14 1.5 0.11
B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) - 101 101 1 258.45 1.1 0.01
B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) ω0 101 11 9.18 257.63 1.7 0.06
B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) ω1 101 11 9.18 261.08 0.4 0.00
B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) ω2 101 11 9.18 261.30 0.4 0.00
B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) ω0 101 9 11.22 261.94 2.6 0.02
B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) ω1 101 9 11.22 258.59 1.8 0.03
B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) ω2 101 9 11.22 260.45 1.8 0.02
B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) ω1 101 7 14.42 251.23 2.4 0.10
B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) ω2 101 7 14.42 256.69 4.1 0.05

a For all calculations, the quantum dynamical time step ∆tQM ) 0.05 fs and the classical time-step ∆tCl ) 0.25 fs. b The total number of
grid points. c The number of points on the grid where electronic structure calculations are performed. This set of points is obtained from
TDDS and is adaptive (that is, time-dependent). d Represents the computational gain from TDDS. e Calculated from classical nuclear
velocities and wavepacket kinetic energy. f No sampling. Electronic structure calculations performed on the full grid.

ωi′(xj;t) ) ωi(xj;t) ω0(xj;t) (13)
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change form due to the dynamics. Regions of high density
of the overlap measure correspond to regions of high
commonality, while low density shows areas of divergent
behavior between the two sampling functions. As seen in
the time-averaged behavior of the sampling functions in
Figure 4b, the common regions are contained in the center
of the grid. However, now the time-dependency of this
relationship is revealed, and major oscillations in these
functions are preserved. Furthermore, the fact that edges of
the grid are lighter in Figure 5b as compared to Figure 5a
indicates a greater sampling of the grid edges for the case
of ω2 as compared to ω1.

In the TDDS algorithm, once the sampling function is
constructed, a Haar wavelet fit of this function is dis-
cretized to obtain points in configurational space for
electronic structure calculations. (The detailed algorithm
is presented in refs 52 and 51.) The discrete, time-
dependent set of points obtained from such an algorithm
when using the functions, ω0, ω1, and ω2, are shown in
Figures 6 and 7. Consistent with the previous discussion,
ω1 provides the most compressed representation of the
grid populating only the important regions. It is followed
very closely by ω2, and ω0 provides a greater sampling
of points at the edges of the grid. In addition, the
fundamental oscillations near the center of the grid are
captured by all three functions, but these oscillations are
more intense for the Shannon sampling-based functions.
In section IV.B, this property is used to construct a set of
potential adapted, grid-based electronic structure basis
functions. That is, in section IV.B, electronic structure
basis functions are to be placed along the grid lines seen
in Figures 6 and 7 for potential energy calculations. Such
a basis set is found to be accurate and efficient and is
used in ref 54 to further enhance the computational
efficiency of QWAIMD.

Having examined the differences between the sampling
functions, it is important to see how these directly affect
observables in the dynamics. Thus, we conclude this
section with an analysis of the vibrational effects on the

Figure 3. A comparison of the sampling functions, ω0 (a), ω1 (b), and ω2 (c). The figures depict the evolution of the sampling
functions during a single reference dynamics trajectory. The intensity of ω0 is relatively high at the edges of the grid as compared
to both ω1 and ω2. Similarly, the intensity of ω1 is higher in the important regions as compared to both ω0 and ω2. Note that this
is not a comparison of actual dynamical data. ω1 and ω2 were reconstructed using dynamics data performed with ω0.

Figure 4. (a) A representative time slice of the sampling functions, F, and the potential from a one-dimensional Hartree-Fock
simulation. (b) The time-averaged behavior. Again, as already seen in Figure 3, the fact that ω0 overestimates the significance
of the edges of the grid is clearly noted. Furthermore, ω1 has higher intensities in the important regions, consistent with
Figure 3.

Figure 5. Evolution of eq 13 for ω1 (a) and ω2 (b). The
common regions between ω0 and the new TDDS functions
are represented by regions of high intensity. These are located
in the central regions of the grid. The lower intensity at the
edges demonstrates the crucial difference between the two
sets of sampling functions.
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classical atoms. The root mean squared error in the Cl-Cl
distance is shown in Figure 8. The error was referenced
to a QWAIMD simulation in which no interpolation of
the potential and gradients was used. In all cases, the
Shannon entropy based sampling functions are able to
reproduce the oscillations with fewer sampling points.
This, of course, is a result of the more compact nature of
these sampling functions. The oscillation frequencies are
in agreement with previous calculations,52 but the result
in Figure 8 indicates a reduced computational cost when
using ω1 and ω2.

IV.B. Locating Regions for Potential-Adapted, Grid-
Based Electronic Structure Basis Functions Using the
Shannon Entropy Based Sampling Functions. In this
section, we utilize the TDDS functions to obtain a grid-based
description of electronic structure. This study is particularly
relevant for hydrogen-bonded systems, and we show here
that accurate potential energy surfaces can be obtained over
a wide range of energies and nuclear geometries when grid-

based Gaussian basis functions, directed using TDDS, are
utilized. Essentially, the question we pose is, if Gaussian
basis functions of the kind

were directed such that the basis functions centers,
RF[≡(Rx, Ry, Rz)], were chosen to be functions of multiple
classical nuclear variables according to RF ) f({RC}) and
the centers are determined using the sampling functions, can
this improve efficiency while retaining the accuracy of
electronic structure calculations? In eq 14, the quantities l,
m, and n are the usual orbital angular momentum indices of
the basis function. The result of this discussion is a
generalization of bond-centered basis functions111-114 tra-
ditionally used in quantum chemistry where the positions of
these Gaussian basis functions are determined using the
TDDS functions discussed in section III. Furthermore, these

Figure 6. Time-evolution of sampling points (white lines), compared to sampling function density (blue and yellow density
map), for NE ) 11. ω0 is shown in a, ω1 in b, and ω2 in c.

Figure 7. Time-evolution of sampling points (white lines), compared to sampling function density (blue and yellow density
map), for NE ) 7. ω0 is shown in a, ω1 in b, and ω2 in c.

Figure 8. Error in the Cl-Cl distance. (a) Hartree-Fock simulation. (b) DFT calculation (B3LYP). The dotted black lines in both
parts display the evolution of the Cl-Cl distance (left axis). The error in the Cl-Cl distance is shown on the right axis and
depicted using the red and blue lines. The Cl-Cl oscillations for Hartree-Fock have a larger amplitude due to higher temperatures
for the associated simulations. (Please see Table 1.)

�l,m,n
RF (r) ) (x - Rx)

l(y - Ry)
m(z - Rz)

n exp[-R(r - RF)2]
(14)
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grid-based electronic functions are used in ref 54 to further
improve the efficiency of QWAIMD.

For the case of hydrogen-bonded systems, we specialize our
definition of RF ≡ f({RC}) to a function of the donor and
acceptor coordinates:

where RA and RD are coordinate vectors of the donor and
acceptor atoms for a hydrogen-bonded system and vbi is a
uniform shift that can be used to create a three-dimensional
grid of electronic basis functions. It is further important to note
that the basis functions introduced in eq 15 are functions of
classical nuclear coordinates. Hence, in a fashion similar to
atom-centered basis functions, the centers of these functions
also transform according to the classical nuclear positions.
Furthermore, these grid-based functions are spread uniformly
in space. But these functions differ from plane-waves115 through
the {RF} dependence of the Fourier transforms.

To choose the variables {ai, di, vbi}, we utilize the
sampling functions discussed earlier. Our test case in-
volves three well-studied hydrogen-bonded ion clus-
ters:83,103,107,108,116-124 the bihalide cluster [ClHCl]-1, the
hydroxide water cluster [OH-H2O]-1, and the Zundel
cation [H2O-H-H2O]+. Our goal is to find the optimum
number and associated positions of the grid-based basis func-
tions in the bonding region of the transferring hydrogen. The
stability and vibrational properties of the clusters discussed here
are sensitive to the potential surface along the donor-acceptor
axis. Thus, potential energy surfaces constructed on a one-
dimensional grid were compared between grid-based basis and
atom-centered basis set aug-cc-pvtz.125-127 To quantify the
errors, we define

where the boxcar function is defined as linear combination of
Heaviside functions: Πε1,ε2(V) ) H(V - ε1) - H(V - ε2).

Equation 16 allows us to inspect the accuracy in the potential
surface in a tiered fashion by focusing on specific energy
domains. We have utilized the three functions presented in eqs
10, 11, and 12 and compared the associated behavior with a
uniform distribution function: ω3 ) 1.

In Figure 9, distributions of the potential-adapted, grid-
based basis using various TDDS schemes are presented.
Compared to the uniform sampling function, ω3, the Shannon
entropy based TDDS function reduces the population of
electronic basis functions close to the edge of the grid. The
standard TDDS function, ω0, on the contrary, places roughly
equal weight at both the middle and edge of the grid. This,
of course, is to be expected, since TDDS in eq 10 has been
tuned such that the grid-based basis is distributed equally in
both classically allowed and forbidden regions. However,
bases at the edges (high gradients and large values of the
potential) may not be useful during the electronic structure
calculations, and hence, in practice one might expect the
Shannon information based TDDS functions to be more
efficient.

A detailed examination of the accuracy of various TDDS
functions in obtaining good estimates for the potential
surface is provided in Table 2. The error estimates utilized
are those discussed in eq 14. Since a large number of grid-
based basis functions are distributed in the bonding region
of the hydrogen-bonded systems considered, a relatively
small basis set (3-21G and STO-3G) is used at each grid
point. The accuracy of the potential-adapted, grid-based
basis functions is ascertained through comparison with a
standard atom-centered aug-cc-pvtz basis. To perform the
benchmark in a tiered fashion, we first replace the atom-
centered aug-cc-pvtz on the shared proton with grid-based
basis functions while retaining the aug-cc-pvtz bases on
all of the other classical atoms. Following this, the aug-
cc-pvtz bases on classical atoms are substituted with the

Figure 9. (a) The TDDS functions and (b) the associated origins for the grid-based electronic basis functions obtained from the
TDDS functions. The system under study is [ClHCl]-1, and the horizontal axis for both figures represents (RH-Cl1 - RH-Cl2)/2.
The definitions for RH-Cl1 and RH-Cl2 are provided in Figure 10. Note that b shows a smaller spatial region since this is the
predominant area for ω1. Note also that the functions ω0 and ω2 place a greater weight at the edges, which is consistent with
our earlier discussion in section IV.A.

RF
i ≡ ∑

j

cjiRC
j + vbi ) aiRA + diRD + vbi (15)

∆V(ε1, ε2) )

�∑
i

[V1(RC, RQM
i ) - V2(RC, RQM

i )]2 ∏
ε1,ε2

(V(RQM
i ))

∑
i

∏
ε1,ε2

(V(RQM
i ))

(16)

Figure 10. The parameters RH-Cl1 and RH-Cl2 are defined here
and used in Figure 9.
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relatively small double split valence 6-31+G** basis. All
results are summarized in Table 2.

Although all TDDS schemes give accurate results in the
low energy regions, as seen from the smaller values of ∆V
in the column using ε1 ) 0.0 kcal/mol and ε2 ) 2.5 kcal/
mol, the Shannon entropy based TDDS function, ω1, provides
higher accuracy while using fewer basis functions. (These
are shown in blue in Table 2.) The reduction in the number
of grid-based basis functions is especially striking in this
case where the number of basis functions required is reduced
to roughly half in the case of [ClHCl]-1 and a third in the
case of the larger systems. There appears to be little loss in
accuracy over the entire grid. Due to the O(N3) scaling of
the algorithms involved, this leads to a factor of 8 reduction
in computation time for the smaller [ClHCl]-1 system and
a factor of 27 reduction in computation time for the larger
systems. In ref 54, these potential-adapted grid-based elec-
tronic basis functions are utilized to facilitate an even larger
reduction in computation time when employed in conjunction
with new formalisms of QWAIMD.

V. Conclusions

A new set of time-dependent deterministic sampling func-
tions based on Shannon’s entropy were introduced. These

functions were used to probe important regions of an
electronic potential surface and to facilitate computational
improvements in quantum-classical dynamics of electrons
and nuclei. Computational gains are two-fold as discussed
in the numerical results section: The direct implementation
of Shannon entropy based TDDS functions reduces compu-
tational cost by eliminating the need for sampling points in
physically uninteresting regions of the potential surface. In
addition, when the Shannon entropy based TDDS functions
are utilized to construct a potential-adapted grid-based
electronic basis set, the accuracy of the electronic potential
surface is well-preserved, while the computational cost is
significantly lowered. This idea is further exploited in ref
54 to facilitate the development of a new QWAIMD
formalism that reduces computational costs by several orders
of magnitude.
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